
Kaguni Whitepaper



What is Kaguni?

CRC20 (Cronos token standard)

“Cronos is an EVM compatible sidechain 
running in parallel with Crypto.org 
Chain. Before launching Cronos, The 
Crypto.com ecosystem encompasses 
the Crypto.com chain and Crypto.com 
centralized exchange.”
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Kaguni is a deflationairy token.

“A deflationary cryptoToken is a form 
of a CryptoToken with depreciating 
supply of coins. In simple terms the 
numbers of coins in circulation 
decreases, making an individual coin 
more valuable.”



Kaguni tax

à 1% reflection 

à 1% Burn + reflection in the burn wallet 

à 2% tax to developers wallet
à Will be used for:
à Jackpot
à Database, Hosting, Gaming engines, …
à Marketing
àLiquidity
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Token start on Cronos

à 1 651 083 804 (18.91%) Available tokens

à 1 791 866 939 (13.68%) Early adopters*
à 4% locked from start (4 weeks – 1 year)

à 5 116 773 678 (51.71%) Burn 

à 1 464 316 274 (15.70%)  locked tokens 
à locked for 3 months à when unlocked 20% liquidity and 80% relock for 3 months
à repeat untill all tokens are gone

*We started as an erc20 token because of high fees we switched to CRC20. All wallets are  converted to CRC20
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Kaguni Studio

à Kaguni Studio is an Indie Game Developer studio 

à Free to play games where you can win kagu (Jackpot ) or NFTs (coming soon)

à Non-Crypto related games (You can pay with Kagu) (coming soon)

à An III (triple I) - Open world game where you can lose or win Kagu  (coming soon)
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Kaguni Jackpot

à Every 24th of the month 

à Jackpot will be 50% of the Dev wallet  (until reward of the 1st > 2000$, from then 
on there will be multiple Games/month)

à 20th of the month we stop counting (the tokens we receive between 21st and 24th 
will be counted with the next month)

à The top 3 of the Kaguni Game leaderboard will get a part of the Kaguni jackpot 
à 1st:  (50% / number of games) – 4% tax
à 2nd: (30% / number of games) – 4% tax
à 3rd: (20% / number of games) – 4% tax

*Cheating = No jackpot 
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Kaguni Jackpot. (REQUIREMENTS)

à A valid CRC20 wallet

à 1 000 000 Kagu in your wallet (can change if value go up/down)

à Account on Kaguni.com
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Disclaimer

No part of this document should be construed as financial advice, nor as a guarantee 
of the future performance for KAGUNI or any other investment mentioned herein. 
Cryptocurrencies are extremely speculative and are subject to powerful market 
forces and fluctuations outside of the control of the KAGUNI TEAM. These include but 
are not limited to macroeconomic trends and governmental regulations. No one 
affiliated with this whitepaper or with Kaguni assumes responsibility for the 
performance of your asset, for the delivery of tokens to your wallet, nor for the 
security of your wallet. It is your responsibility to take all necessary security 
precautions when purchasing cryptocurrencies
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